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Introduction
The main focus of our national science, technology & innovation (ST&I) policy has been on the
development of ST&I planning and management, human source development, indigenous
technology, technology transfer, creation of absorptive capacity and international cooperation as
well as identifying and developing priority “Thrust Areas.” (Ministry of Science and Technology
[MoST] 2012). Developing knowledge of science & technology and transferring the same to green
& clean products’ production, is also considered fundamental to a ST&I policy, leading to
sustainable socio-economic progress.
Knowledge is never centered at one place or with one person, be it in a developed or developing
country. Greater is the stakeholders’ involvement and opportunities for their proactive
participation, more is the collective knowledge & wisdom achieved, in addressing issues &
challenges towards national development and citizen welfare. The diverse knowledge put to-gather
help minimize shortcomings & enhance quality from multiple aspects of any
products/technologies, so developed, produced and employed in this age of fierce competition
around, at all levels. Transforming of S&T knowledge to a product may be a one-step laboratory
bench scale process but taking it to a competitive market, adds on a pilot scale production phase,
the success of which define as an acceptable quality, low-cost and market demand (existing or to
be developed), finally lead it to the commercial scale production for an open market.

Bridging stakeholders’ equitable involvement for Knowledge Transfer to Product:
To meet the above “Coming To-Gather” of the most relevant “Multi-Stake-Holders” and
development of an effective “Working Mechanism”, based on equal opportunity, shared
responsibilities & rights of the involved stakeholders is essential, side by side with an effective,
well-knitted and an all-time most efficient coordination at all levels. Decision-making at the
highest level is the need of the hour, through constituting a governing & steering committee
(G&SC), with Minister of Science & Technology (for support/cooperation of the R&D institutions
having expertise/facilities), Ministry of Education/HECs (for support/cooperation towards youth
manpower & partly available expertise & facilities) and Minister of Commerce & Industry (for
support/cooperation of industry, industry related institutions, Chambers of commerce & industry
& other bodies). In view of the power delegated to Provinces, a similar Provincial Governing &
Steering Committee (PG&SC), through a decision by the above Federal G&SC, may also be
constituted. Such move which would also create much needed “Cohesiveness” among different
Government policies, need to be initiated/sought for by the Ministry of Science & Technology,
acting as the nucleus, with a central role (in all aspects) of sustainable coordination with the other
two Ministries.
Independent or under the patronage of the above two G&SCs, sub-level “Industrial Round Tables,”
Forums (IRTFs), with equal representations of government, industry, academia & R & D
institutions and Civil Society/Think Tanks, be revived/constituted, both at the National &
Provincial levels, to help support in implementing the National ST&I policy and also to offer all
possible technical support, in development and implementation of consensus decisions taken by
the two G&SCs as well as the related program/activities proposed by the G&SCs or as proposed
by the stake-holders and recommended to G&SCs, after due consideration by the IRTF. In the
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past, such forums have been proved to be very practical & successful in addressing country
environmental challenges and effectively implementing the agreed decisions taken by the
stakeholder forums (Khwaja, 2017, 2001; Khan, 1998). Besides others, IRTFS may also work
towards creation of “Innovative/Risky Ideas Fund;” incentives for stakeholders; a 3 or 5 years (not
annual) performance evaluation report/s of R&D institutions, with recommendations for their
needed re-structuring/re-organization & support; R&D need assessment IRTF/Stakeholders joint
visits (industry, R&D, academia/universities, think tanks); Joint S&T training, development of
research projects & proposals, related to ST&I in the country.
Stakeholders’ responsibilities through the above forums, for transferring “Knowledge to
Products,” could be proposed as given below:
•

•
•
•

R&D need/demand with regard to problems/issues of Raw Material, manufacturing
process (including emissions/releases reduction control, quality & production),
manufacturing/plant equipment (including maintenance/supply/spare parts), by/through
representatives of industry (private & public sectors, SMEs).
Addressing/solving the above challenges by/through representatives of R&D, academia &
Think Tanks.
Youth/man power by/through representatives of Universities/Educational institutions
Information dissemination/information exchange, promotion & support to ST&I policies,
program, activities by/through representatives of civil society/NGOs

To help the above, to work at best, instituting a very strong “Liaison Chain” would be a
fundamental need & priority, established with qualified professional “Liaison Focal Person/s,” at
the steering committees, industrial bodies, R&D, academic institutions/think tanks.

Prioritizing Knowledge Transfer to Product
Transferring knowledge to product/industrial production MUST be prioritized based on the
consumers, national, security & economy needs in the following proposed priority order:
a. Indigenous/local/home-made new products or improved quality products/production

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

levels, with a ban on import of similar products (& manufacturing raw material of the same)
for a period of time, to support enhancement of the indigenous & local products
quality/production level and the expansion of the product industry).
Substitution of the imported products/equipment/spare parts to cut down the precious
foreign-exchange expending.
Products based on local raw material
Products to be used as raw material for local production
Products from industrial/non-industrial wastes (with prior feasibility study of the waste
generation quantum, easy access, transport and its non-hazardousness).
Products of general public dire day to day need and at affordable price by general public.

The finalization of the priority “List” of the identified & needed “Import Substitutes & Other
Priority Products,” based on the above must be followed with a “3-5 years Action Plan” for their
development including targets (products/technologies to be developed), activities, timeframe,
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action marked/institutions responsible/actors, budget, funding sources, national/international
donors.

Implementation of “Action Plan” for Knowledge Transfer to product:
The implementation of “Action Plan/s,” may need further strengthening or initiatives such as
literature search, writing up and accessibility of “Industrial Sector Specific Reviews,” with
baseline research data (as accessible) of at least last 15 years of published/reported research;
Training institutes for “Export” specific products/technology; SMEs specific ST&I
policy/initiatives; Policy for “Social Enterprise Sector” with encouragement and substantial
support to “Females” entrepreneurs (for further enhancement of business), Pilot testing facilities
to small holder’s products/indigenous technology/plants/machinery; Setting up of National
Incubation Centers (NICs); Legislation for comprehensive, meaningful & true (including contacts
details) products labeling & employing international system of Harmonized Codes &
Nomenclature; Availability/provision of industry specific plant “Key-Turn” S & T information
package to the industrial sector(plant type, cost, supplier/s contacts) to enhance production,
environmental protection & pollution control and most importantly, ST&I & Technology transfer
for sustainable industrial/agricultural promotion & development (TTSIAD) to rural/agricultural
areas, through tele-service, mobile laboratory/ at site training and capacity building service
(fruit/vegetables value added products) which would also help curbing “Rural to Urban” migration
& benefits to underdeveloped areas/poor local population.
Besides, South Asian & a few selected Asian countries, it is most relevant and would be useful to
also look at the main features of China S&T policy and the know-how in setting up China national
innovative, indigenous demonstration zones, NIIDZs (Khwaja, 2018).To further enhance
“Connectivity” for CPEC & other S&T research collaboration program and activities,
development of an “Information Directory”, with contacts information (in Chinese, English/Urdu)
about China & Pakistan lead researchers & research institutions; Industry specific match making
program/activities between the two countries and holding of joint “Industrial
Conferences/Summit” between industrial stakeholders (including Chamber of Commerce &
Industry). Among others, experience-sharing on “Green Technologies” & Environmental Risk
Management (including environmental impact assessment) could be explored; besides government
to government also people to people contacts and interactions (public & private sectors, business
to Business) may be promoted and encouraged.
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